
MCFA Capital
Campaign

"Raising the Roof,
Raising Hope for

Animals
has almost reached

75% of funds
needed to build new

animal shelter

Our dream of building a new
animal shelter for stray and
abandoned animals in the
region is closer to becoming
a reality! As of this week, our
campaign total exceeds $3.2
million, 75% toward reaching
our goal. Thanks to generous
friends and animal lovers
throughout the region, we
continue to move closer to
reaching our goal of $4.3
million. Once we raise these
remaining funds, we will
begin construction sometime
in 2023.

We are thrilled to announce
that we are at 75% of the
way toward the $4.3 million
needed to build our new
shelter.

Why We Give!
Cathy and Jim

Barrett:



 
Gifts and pledges now total

$3,207,425

As you may know, last week we
reported that we had nearly 200
animals waiting to get into our
shelter. Sadly, our current facility is
not equipped to accommodate these
animals. Not only will our new shelter
have more space for more animals,
but MCFA will be able to give more
stray and abandoned animals the
loving care they deserve. We will be
able to provide them shelter in safer,
cleaner, and more comfortable
spaces. And each family seeking a
new pet will have a dedicated space
to spend time getting to know their
new family member.
 
 
Check out our new
campaign video, which
shows how inadequate
and inefficient our current
shelter is, and how the
new facility will
dramatically improve our
services and capacity:

"click here"

"My husband and I have been
active volunteers for MCFA for
twelve years.  Our various
volunteer roles over the years
have required us to spend a lot of
time at the shelter.  

All that time at the shelter has
made it obvious to us that a new
shelter is badly needed.  It is a
deteriorating, small, cramped,
often over capacity facility that just
is not a nice place to work or
visit. "

"We look forward to the
day we can come to a
shelter that is a
pleasant place to work
and where the animals
are properly housed
and receiving very
good care.

Jim and I are donating
to the new shelter
campaign to make that
day happen!"

Thank you Cathy and Jim
for all you do!

https://youtu.be/a4XFprAcr2U


Did you know there are
opportunities to name

special areas within the
shelter in honor of a

beloved family member or
pet?

 For more information about
ways to give and to get
involved, please contact:

Executive Director Teresa
Underwood at (423) 520-6887,
tunderwood@monroecountyfrie
ndsofanimals.org 

Campaign Chair/Board VP Cheryl
Ulmer at (513) 316-0363,
culmer@monroecountyfriendsof
animals.org

for more information about ways to
give and to get involved.

Thank you on behalf of the
animals and the people in

We gratefully
acknowledge

those who have
made recent
gifts to the

MCFA campaign

 William & Tricia Bella

Jim & Karen Glasgow

Marylees Miller

Carey & Nancy McHugh

Marcia Schwieterman
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Monroe County!

DONATE TODAY!

YOU make it possible for us
to Raise this Roof!
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